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Abstract. We present a study of inclusive TO and 7 production in c+ E- annihilation at 

,,/Z 2 10 GeV. Our analysis is based on integrat,ed luminosities of 46.2 pb-l t.aken at the Y (1s) 

resonance and 42.1 pb-l taken in the neighboring cont,inuum. We measure the inclusive no 

and 7 spectra for direct Y (1s) + 3g decays and continuum processes e+e- ---t qq and obt,ain 

t,he following mean particle multiplicit,ies per event : 

Continuum: ‘< n,o ‘- = 3.64 S 0.21 i 0.36 c 11~ = 0.22 i 0.04 i 0.03 

Y(1S) + 39: c. n,o ‘i = 3.39 * 0.14 = 0.34 c n,, = 0.35 I 0.04 T 0.04. 

We compare our results with predictions of different fragment,ation models and wit.1~ other 

measurements performed in c:‘e- annihilation at similar center-of-mass energies. 
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1 Introduction 

The formation of hadrons from partons? as produced for example in e+e- annihilation, t,akes 

place at distances too large t,o be calculated in QCD perturbation theory. Therefore to 

describe these processes one must rely on phenomenological fragmentation models [1:2,3?4:. 

The models can be t.ested by comparing their predictions with measurements of ha.dron energy 

spectra and particle multiplicities at different center-of-mass energies in c-c- annihilation. 

We report on a study of T’ and 71 production performed wit,11 the Cryst.al Ball det’ect,or 

at the DORIS II e- c- storage ring. Special emphasis is put on the comparison of quark 

fragnient.ation in the process c-c- ---t q4 4 ha.drons to gluon fragmentation in Y(lS) 4 

3g ---t hadrons decays. which some models predict t,o be different. In particular we compare 

our results with predictions of the Lund color st,ring model :2]. the Webber coherent parton 

shower model ‘3:. and t,he Pet.erson-Walsh model j4;. 

2 Data Analysis 

2.1 Detector and Data Samples 

The Crystal Ball detect.or has been described in detail elsewhere [5j and its properties are 

only briefly summmarized here. The main part of the det,ect,or consist,s of a highly segmentsed, 

spherical NaI calorimeter covering 93 % of 47r sr. The calorimet,er is designed to measure the 

directions and energies of photons, electrons and posit,rons with good angular and energy 

resolution. A system of proportional t,ube chambers surrounding t,he beam pipe is used to 

t,rack charged particles and t,o distinguish bet.ween photons and charged particles with high 

efficiency. 

The dat.a used in this analysis comprise 46.2pb-' of integrat,ed luminosity taken at t,he 

Y( 1s) resonance and 12.5pbp1 of nonresonant continuum data taken just below and above 

the Y (1s ) resonance at E- E- cent,er-of-mass energies, r ,, s, o f 9.39GeV and 9.98GeV. For 

the analysis of n production we also use 29.6pbkl of continuum data accumulated below the 

Y(4S) resonance at 10.52 GeV. The int,egrated luminosit~ies were obt#ained by measuring the 

number of large angle Bhabha events. 

The number of observed events -1’,? for the continuum analyses were K,, = 44000 i 200 for 

the 7r” analysis and -4-e, = 87000 i 300 for the 77 analysis. For Y (1s) + 39, N,, is c.alculat,ed 

from t#he number of observed ha.dronic and luminosity event,s on the resonance and in the 

continuum, giving X,,. = 369000 2 4000 event,s. where the error is dominat,ed by syst.ematic 

uncert#ainties. A description of the evalua.tion of this number and a det,ailed error discussion 

can be found in Ref. [6!. 
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2.2 Particle Identification and Reconstruction 

Hadronic events are selected from the raw data samples with selection criteria suit,ed t,o 

suppress background from beam-gas and beam-wall react,ions, t,wo-phot,on collisions. and 

QED processes like e- and -r-pair production. The cut,s used for the hadronic event selection 

are t,he same as those applied in our previous analysis of the inclusive elect,ron spectrum in 

semilept,onic B decays and are described in det.ail in Ref. :C;;. 

The production of 7~’ and 17 mesons in hadronic events is studied by reconsbructing these 

mesons in their decay mode into two phot’ons. Photons a.re measured with good energy reso- 

lution and leave a very symmetric lateral shower profile in t,he KaI crystals of the calorimet.er. 

whici. allows an efficient identificat,ion by pattern recognit,ion techniques. 

F or To energies below 500 Me\- t,he two decay photons are generally well-separated in the 

calorimeter. The 7r” can then be reconstructed from the energies and direct,ions of the two 

phot.ons. The rr” mass resolution, a(~‘). depends on the phot,on energy and angle measure- 

mexns and worsens with increasing 7r” energy. The resolut.ion as a funct,ion of the 7r” energy 

is obt,ained from a Monte Carlo study and varies almost linearly from o = 8.2 MeV/c2 at 

140 MeV-to u = 16.2 MeV/c’ at 500 MeV. 

For T’ mesons of higher energy the energy deposit,s of the two photons frequently overlap 

forming just, one cluster in the calorimeter. An efficient reconstruction of high energy 7r” 

mesons is performed by means of the second moment S of an energy cluster. defined as 171 

where E, is the energy in the ith crystal of the clust,er and fi; is t.he unit vect.or pointing from 

the inderaction point, to the center of the crystal. The sum of energies of all crystals in the 

cluster is denot,ed bv E, = 1; E; and C = $ xi ti; E; is the vect,or pointing to t,he cexner of 

gravit,y of the energy cluster. The second moment S is relat,ed t,o the shower mass itls by 

where S, denot,es t,he average second moment of a. single phot.on shower of energy E,. S, is 

almost energy independent and is obt,ained from Monte Carlo calculations. For 7r” energies 

below about 1.6 Gel’. showers from photons and 7r” mesons can be efficiently discriminated 

on a clust,er-by-clust,er basis by this method. 

To reconstruct, no and n mesons in their two phot,on decay mode we search for phot.on 

candidat.es in each of our preselect,ed hadronic events. Parbicles within cosdl < 0.85. where 

19 is the polar angle with respect t.o the beam axis. are t,aken as phot.on candidat,es. if t,he> 

are not, identified as charged by the tracking chamber syst.em. In addition the lat,eral shower 

pa.tt,ern has to be consistent wit,11 that expect,ed for a single electromagneticall;v- showering 

part.icle and the shower mass Itls is required t,o be significantl!- below t,he # mass value. 
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For each t,wo-photon combinat,ion in the event, the invariant mass and the total energy 

of the two-photon system are calculated. The resulting mass spectrum shows a striking 7r” 

signal. To study the 7r” yield as a function of the pion energy t,he t,wo-photon invariant, 

mass distributions are analyzed in bins of the scaled energy variable z = 2 ET,/&? where 

E -r-l is the botal energy of the t)wo-phot,on system. The full z range is divided int,o intervals 

OfAZ = 0.02. Mass distributions from continuum dat.a for two I bins are shown in Fig. 

1a.b. A reconst,ruction of T’ mesons using the invariant mass method is achieved up to 

E(7r0) 5 950Me17 (z 1 0.2) wit,h a st,eadv decrease in efficient!- for pion energies above 

500 MeV. In contrast. the shower mass t.echnique allows an efficient reconstruction of T’ 

mesons of energies above a.bout TOO MeV (Z 2 0.14) up t,o 1.6 GeV (Z 5 0.34). Distributions 

of the shower mass 31s are shown for cont,inuum data in t.wo z bins in Fig. 1c.d. 

The corresponding distributions for Y(lS) + 3g event,s> shown in Fig. 2. are obt,ained 

for each : int.erval by subt.ract,ing the normalized continuum mass spectrum from the corre- 

sponding mass spectrum of t,he Y( 1s) resonance data. The normalization fact,or takes into 

account the luminosity ratio between the two data samples, the event. select.ion efficiencies 

for Y(lS.) --+ 3g and Y(1S) + qij decays. and t,he branching rabio B(Y(lS) + qij). 

By fit,ting the mass distributions, the number of reconstructed 7r” mesons is debermined 

in each 2 interval of each sample. The r” signal is described by a. Gaussian with a ;- 

dependent width, which was obtained from a Mont,e Carlo st,udy. The background shape 

was parametrized by fourth or second order polynomials. depending on whether the spec- 

trum was obbained by the invariant mass method or the shower mass t.echnique. The fit 

.results are superimposed on the data shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. 

The study of 7 production is based on a larger continuum sample by using in addition 

29.6$’ of dat,a taken just, below t,he Y( 4s) resonance. Furt,hermore? due to poorer st,atistics 

the 77 product,ion is analyzed in wider intervals of AZ = 0.04. The energy deposits of the 

two photons from 77 + Y-J seldom overlap in t,he calorimeter. Accordingly we restrict the 

analysis to t,he reconstruction of q mesons from t,wo well-separat.ed photons. However. the 

analysis suffers from a large combinatoric background in t,he 77 mass region. A reduct,ion of 

t.he combinatoric background below the 71 signal is a.chieved with an algorithm t,o suppress 

photons from 7r” decays. The algorithm select,s that’ combination of photon pairs which yields 

the largest number of invariant, masses compat,ible with the no mass. The phot,ons forming 

these 7r” candidates are ignored. The remaining photons in the event are t,hen paired, revealing 

an v signal. Fig. 3 shows the resulting two-phot,on invariant mass spect,ra for t,he continuum 

data and the Y(1.S) + 3g events. The highest, z interval for which the 77 signal is fit.ted is 

!0.40-0.44;. The fits assume a Gaussian shape for t,he signal with a fixed mass resolution 

of (~(77)=25MeI,‘/c~, constant for all z int.ervals: plus a background described by t,hird order 

polynomials. 
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2.3 Efficiencies and Systematic Errors 

The efficiencies of our 7~’ and 77 reconstruct.ion procedures were determined from Mont,e 

Carlo studies. With the Lund 6.2/6.3 program versions [8] we simulated t,he processes 

Y ( 1 S ) + 39 ---f h.adrons and E&C - + qij - hadrons. The generat,ed event.s were passed 

through a comp1et.e det,ect.or simulation. where t,he shower development,s of electromagnet,i- 

tally interacting part,icles were handled by the EGS 3 code :9 and t,he int,eractions of hadrons 

were simulated with t,he GHEISHA 6 program package 110.. The Monte Carlo data samples 

were t,hen analyzed in t,he same way as our data. The efficiency for each 2 bin was calculat#ed 

from the number of rr” and 71 mesons obt,ained from the fit,s to the invariant mass spectra 

of the Monte Carlo data compared to the number of generated 7r” and q mesons in the I 

bin. Fig. 4a and 4b show the 7i” reconstruction efficiencies obtained from the qij and the 3g 

Monte Carlo simulations, respectively. Different symbols refer t.o the two x0 reconstruction 

methods. The n efficiencies are plott,ed in Fig. 5. 

- 

The systematic uncertaint,ies in the reconst.ruct,ion efficiencies and in the no and 7 yields 

were studied in some detail. Syst,ematic errors common t.o the 7r” and q analyses come 

domina.nt,ly from t,he difference between the two Monte Carlo event generat,ors, the modeling 

of the calorimeter response: and the tracking chamber performance. These effects contribute 

a syst,ematic error of 9 % on t.he efficiencies of both analyses. 

Systjematic uncertainties in the particle yield which are different for the x0 and v analysis 

and are specific t,o either the continuum dat,a or the Y (1s) data. are caused by t,he following 

effects. Varying the order of the polynominal function used t,o model the background shape of 

the invariant mass spectra results in a systematic error of 3 ‘/“c! and 5 % on the rr” and q yield. 

respectively. The measurement of particle production in t,he continuum process e- t - ---f qij is 

affect,ed by initial stat,e radiation. which can alter the energy spectra of produced light mesons. 

This effect. also reduces t,he observed mean r” and n multiplicit,ies by about 5 %. We correct 

our measured particle spectra for init.ial state radiation by comparing the z-dependent part,icle 

yields for Monte Carlo data generated with and wit,hout initial state radiation. This correction 

procedure adds a syst,ematic uncert,aint,y of 3 Sr,, for t,he continuum analysis. Furt,hermore: the 

measurement of the particle yields for the cont,inuum data is affected by ba.ckground from 

-r-pair events. From the ha.dronic event selection efficiencies and the cross sections for -r-pair 

and qq production we est,imate that about 4 %, of our final select,ed continuum event,s are 

r-pair event,s. In the determination of t,he rr” yield this effect is partially compensated, since 

-r-decays lead to final stades with rr” mesons. Not.e however. that t,here are no significant 

r-decay modes t,o final states with q mesons. The above effects are estimat,ed t,o reduce t,he 

observed mean 7r” and n multiplicity per cont,inuum event by 2 %, and 4 ‘2). respectively, and 

are globally taken int,o account. by scaling the corresponding particle spect,ra. The remaining 

systema.tic uncertainty from this correct,ion is 1 ‘X8 for the TT’ and 77 continuum analysis. 

For roughly half of the Y (1s) dat,a used in t,his analysis about 15 oic’ of the XaIiTl) cryst.als 

. . 

.- 
:’ 
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showed a non-linear energy response due t,o a malfunct.ion in their electronic readout ill]. 

From a simulation of these nonlinearities we estimate uncertainties in the particle yield of 

3 % and 1 Yc, for the no and 7 production study, respectively. 

An additional uncert,aint,y of the 77 production analysis arises from the rr” subtraction 

procedure. The dependence of the n yield on t#he no mass cut used in this algorithm was 

studied by Monte Carlo simulations. The observed syst,emat.ic variat,ions change t,he n yield 

by about 5 ‘Z . 

The various contributions to the systematic error were added in quadrat,ure. For the 7r” 

analysis we obt’ain Csysf ( ~ - .‘T’) ~ -10 ‘iis and for the 77 analysis ~~~~t.(77) = i 12 %.. 

3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Inclusive Energy Spectra 

We c.orrect t,he observed 7r” and q yield found in each z-bin for the particle reconstruct#ion 

efficiency, initial sta.te radiat,ion. -r-background, and for the effect of low multiplicit,y hadronic 

events which are rejected by our hadronic event selection algorithm. The inclusive particle 

spectra are then obtained by dividing t,he corrected number of 7r” and q mesons in each z bin 

by the number of hadronic events K,, and by t,he particle velocity 5 i PC/E. iVee denot,es the 

number of observed q4 or Y (1s) + 3g events depending on whether the particle spect)ra of 

the continuum or the Y (IS) data sample are studied. The resulting inclusive energy spectra 

for rr” and 77 production are displayed in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively. For t.he x0 spectra. the 

result,s of both reconstruction methods in the range 0.14 < 2 < 0.20 are averaged according 

t,o their statistical weights. These spectra were fitted with an exponential function of the 

form 
1 dn ~.- = 

d . IV,,. d, 
A . eeb” (3) 

wit.11 free paramet,ers -4 and t. The fit,t,ed functions are superimposed on the data in Fig. 6 

and Fig. 7’. and the fit results are summarized in Table 1. 

Inclusive rr” and 71 energy spectra were calculat.ed using the program of Ref. 181 on the ba.sis 

of the Lund color string model [3] and the coherent, part,on shower model [3]. The measured 

rr” energy spectra are compared with the predict,ions of bot.h models in Fig. 6. Within errors 

t,he observed rr” spectrum for continuum dat,a is in agreement with both models. For the 

Y(lS) data the measured r” yields at low z values are below t.he model predictions. The 

agreement between the measured inclusive 7 spectra and the predictions based on the two 

fragmentat,ion models is less sa.tisfactorp. For the continuum data (Fig. 7a) the predict,ions 

of both models are above our dat.a point,s and the predict,ed 11 spectra in direct Y( 1s ) decays 

(Fig. 71~) are somewhat st,eeper than our measured one. 

A comparison of our results wit.11 those obt.ained by CLEO LlS, and ARGUS j13j for 
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inclusive no production in direct, Y( 1s) decays is shown in Fig. 8. The spectra are consistent 

with each otther. Our 7~’ spectrum for continuum dat,a can also be compared to measurements 

performed at, other center-of-mass energies by multiplying it, by s . flh,& = s . R . gpp to 

convert it int,o an inclusive product,ion cross sect,ion. For R we use our measured value [14j of 

3.48~0.16 and ucLV denot,es the p-pair cross section in lowest order QED. The scaled differential 

cross section for no production in the cont,inuum a.s obt.ained by different experiment.s ‘13. 

15.16.lij at ,,/-i; = (5 - 14)GeV is plot,t.ed in Fig. 9. For t,he 77 product.ion in nonresonant 

c-c- annihilation t-he scaled different,ial cross section from various experiment,s j13.17.18.19~ 

performed at ,,/S between 9 Get- and 35 GeV is shown in Fig. 10. In both cases good 

agreement between all mea.surements is observed. 

3.2 Particle Multiplicities 

The mean number. c: n ,j : of r” or q mesons per hadronic event: was calculat,ed by int’egrating 

the inclusive energy spect,ra: 

J l 1 dn 
I._ ‘n>.= __ 

z,, N,, * d,- 
- dz 

with :. = 2 M(;rrO,v)/&. Since the spectra were not measured over the full z range the fit. 

result’s from bhe previous section have been used in the int,egral. The extrapolation contribut’es 

at most’ 5% t,o our derived mean particle multiplicit.ies. The mean number of 7r” mesons per 

event’ obtained by this procedure is < n,o >= 3.64 i 0.21 & 0.36 for nonresonant e’e- + @j 

event,s and < n.,o >= 3.39 i 0.14 i 0.34 for Y(lS) + 3g events. From the measured 7 spectra 

we obt,ain -; n7, >= 0 93+0.04iO.O3 for continuum events and c nv >= 0.35iO.04kO.04 for .&&A 

direct Y(lS) -j 3g decays. where st,atisbical and systematic errors are given separately. For 

comparison we list in Table 2 t.ogether with our results t,he CLEO [12j and ARGUS 1131 results 

on r” and 71 mult.iplicities in the Y (IS) energy region. Within t.he errors the experiments are 

in agreement. 

The particle multiplicit,ies are also compared in Table 2 with t,he predictions of t.he color 

st’ring and the coherent. parton shower fragmentation models. Our measured 7r” multiplicit,y 

for the continuum dat.a is in good agreement wit,h both models. while for Y(lS) data we 

obt.ain a 7r” multiplicity two st.andard deviations below t,he model predictions. The measured 

n multiplicities for bot.h samples are smaller than t.hose expect,ed from these models? but show 

t,he expect,ed trend of a larger mult,iplicitv in Y (1 S) + 3g events compared t.o continuum 

events. 

In the Pet.erson-Walsh fragmenta.t,ion model [4J one qualitatively expects the rat,io c. 11~ 3, 

s: li,o -, to be larger in gluon fragmentation compared t,o quark fragmentation. We obtain: 

-.’ 77 n 
= 0.10 i 0.02 !Y(lS) + 3g), 

i. n,(i : 

i 



< n., i 
= 0.06 i 0.02 (Continuum). (5) 

-c n,o 2 

This shows t,he t,rend expected by Pet,erson and Walsh. but’ the effect is not very significant. 

due to the large errors. They give a quantit,ative predict,ion for quark and gluon jet,s of 

energy 10 Gel,‘: t,he number of 7 mesons with a scaled energy z > 0.3 is expected t,o be in t,he _ 

range iO.lI-0.31; per gluon jet. while it is predicted to be 0.05 per quark jet. The relativel! 

wide range of the predicted 77 yield is due t.o theoret,ical uncert.ainties in the ratio between 

vect.or mesons and pseudoscalars and in the primordial fragment.ation function for gluon jets. 

If these predictions are also valid at lower jet energies. one expects an enhancement of 71 

production in Y ( 1 S ) ---t 3g events compared t,o conbinuum events by a fact.or between t,hree 

t,o nine. We obtain for the mean number of 7 mesons per event, with scaled energy 2 2 0.3 

X2 i. n 71 _ (z ) 0.3) = 0.059 * 0.015 (VSH + 391: 

I 17 I, > (z :' 0.3) = 0.053 IL 0.018 (Continuum). (6) 

A significant.l;v higher 71 multiplicity in Y (1 S) + 3g decays compared t,o continuum production 

as expecied by this model is not observed. 

4 Conclusiofis 

The production of 7r” and 77 mesons in hadronic events has been studied using t.he Cryst,al Ball 

detect,or. The inclusive energy spectra of t,hese light, mesons a.nd their mean multiplicities 

were measured for direct Y (1s) decays and for nonresonant et c- annihilat,ion events. 

In t.he measured range 0.02 5 z 5 0.34 the x0 spectra are reasona.blp well described by 

the Lund color string and the coherent partron shower fragment.at.ion models. although for 

t,he Y( IS) + 3g decays the observed mean multiplicity is two st#andard deviat,ions below t’he 

expectations. Th e measured 7 spectra for cont,inuum event,s and Y( IS) decays a.re beloT 

the model predictions. In direct Y( 1s) decays a harder q spectrum compared to the model 

expect~ations is observed. Our scaled differential cross sect.ions for 7r” and 7) conbinuum pro- 

duction are in good agreement with other experimental result,s obt,ained over a wide range of 

cent,er-of-mass energies. 

Furt,her. we have studied our measured multiplicities in the light of t*he predictions of 

Peterson and Walsh. We observe no significant differ&ce in the 7r” t,o v meson production 

rat,io between quark and gluon fragmentat,ion. 
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a 

Table and Figure Captions 

Tab. 1: The results of the fits to the inclusive x0 and 77 energy spectra. Only the statistical errors 
are given. The fit function is noted i,n the table. 

Tab. 2: Mean multiplicities for 7r” and 7 mesons in nonresonant tJc- - qQ events and YjlS) - 
3y decays. Stat,istical and systematic errors are quoted. For comparison the results of 
the AReITS and CLEO experiment are given. The predictions of the color string and the 
coherent parton shower fragmentation models are also listed. 

Fig. 1: The 77 invariant IIELSS spect.ra for continuum data in the T’ mass region. Selected z bins 
are shown. The spectra of Fig la. b were obt,ained with the invariant mass method. Rhile 
Fig lc. d are obt.ained with the shower mass technique. The fit results for t,he 7;’ signal 
(solid line) and the background (dashed line) are superimposed on the data. 

Fig. 2: The 7-f invariant mass spectra for Y - 3g events in the r” mass region. Select,ed z bins 
are shown. The spect,ra of Fig 2a. b were obtained with the invariant mass method. while 
Fig 2c. d are obtained with the shower mass technique. The fit results for the x0 signal 
(soiid line) and the background (dashed line) are superimposed on the data. 

Fig. 3: The my invariant. mass spectra for (a) cont,inuum and (b) Y( 1s) - 3g events in the 7 
mass region aft,er 7;’ removal. Select,ed z bins are shown. The fit results for the 71 signal 
(solid line) and the background (dashed line) are superimposed on the data. 

Fig. 4: The T’ reconstruction efficiency in different 2 binsfor continuumand Y(lS)- 3g 
data. The reconstruction is based on the 7~ invariant. mass (filled circles) or the shower 
mass method (open squares). 

Fig. 5: The 7 reconstruction efficiency in different 2 bins for (a) continuum and (b) Y(lS) - 3g 
data. 

Fig. 6: The inclusive r” energy spectra for (a) continuum and (b) Y( 1s) - 3g data. Statistical 
and systemat,ic errors are added in quadrature. The fit results described in the text are 
indicated by solid lines. Also shown are the predictions of the color string model (dotted 
line) and the coherent partjon shower model (dashed line). 

Fig. 7: The inclusive 77 energy spectra for (a) continuum and (b) Y(lS) + 3g data. Statistical 
and spstemat.ic errors are added quadratically. The fit results are superimposed as solid 
lines. Also shown are bhe predict,ions of the color string model (dotted line) and the 
coherent part.on shower model (dashed line). 

Fig. 8: The inclusive w” energy spectra in direct Y( 1s) decays as obtained by Crystal Ball, 
ARGUS and CLEO. 

Fig. 9: The scaled differential cross sections for inclusive x0 production in continuum events as 
obtained by experiments at \:%= (5-14) Ge\-. 

Fig. 10: The scaled differential cross section for inclusive 77 produrt.ion in continuum events as 

obt,ained by different experiments. 
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Table 1 

Multiplicity < n > 

Continuum 
7r” : 

Y(S) + 3g 

Continuum 
77: 

Y(lS) j 3g 

Continuum ~ 84.6 i 10.2 i 13.6 -'O.'i ~ 
T 0 . . 

Y(lS) + 39 1 ‘74.4 = 6.0 1 13.0 I 0.5 

Continuum i.9 x 3.8 : 9.1 z 1.8 
71 : 

Y(lS) + 3g 20.6 z 6.; ~ 11.3 z 1.3 

I 

Crystal Ball 

3.64 dz 0.21 i 0.36 

3.39 It 0.14 It 0.34 

0.22 i 0.04 5 0.03 

0.35 i 0.04 & 0.04 

Table 2 

ARGUS 

I 

, / Color 
I CLEO ~ 

~ St’ring 

3.22 i 0.0; i 0.31 ~ 3.0 i 0.; ~ 3.6 

3.97 i 0.23 i 0.38 ! 5.2 i 1.8 4.2 

0.19 i 0.04 i 0.04 -- 0.44 

0.40 i 0.14 i 0.09 ~ - ~ 0.57 

Padon 
I 

Shower I 

3.5 

4.3 

0.42 

0.59 
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